
     
 

                 
          

 
   

 
              

             
 

                
               

          
 

    
 

                   
              
         

               
                  

                  
                

              
                

              
                 

           
                

                
              

                
                 

 
               

                
                
           

 
  

 
 

 
       

             
            

      
 

Reader Observations for PSY 

Two separate readers were assigned to review all of the responses for the course. The following are 
what each considers the most important statements made by students: 

Reader 1 

The overarching sentiment reported by students was their major courses provided greater exposure to 
diversity and understanding of place etc in comparison to HPP and GCC courses. 

More students reported little to no co-curricular involvement . Those who did participate did so 
because of involvement through working for student housing and involvement in ASUHH. The 
co-curricular activity more likely to be cited was academic advising. 

Most notable student remarks: 

● “My major (psychology) has reminded me why I chose to study this field in the first place. I have 
wanted to help people (especially people in my community) who are struggling to maintain 
healthy lifestyles with their families as well as themselves.” 

● “I am currently enrolled in community psych and that particular class has helped me personally 
in all areas” [Sense of Place, Sense of Humanity, Sense of Others, & Sense of Self]. We often 
catch up on current events and stay up to date on local news that develops and knowledge and 
awareness of our sense of place. In this course we address the aspect of humanity by 
understanding all cultures, beliefs, and views whether it be about assignments or upper division 
we do not only address Native Hawaiian culture, the class allows us to identify personally with 
what we strongly associate with and compare that to Native Hawaiian, local, and American 
culture as a whole. The class has shaped me by allowing myself to express personal interests and 
topics within the community that challenge my knowledge beyond the classroom.” 

● “Cheryl Ramos does a really good job or explaining the Hawaiian part of the lessons through 
community psych. The course is about feeling like you belong in your community or in another. 
She explains how to better understand multiculturalism and diversity so we’re aware of others. 
We’re always talking about how we can make our community better by being more open and 
accepting of others. We tend to bring other countries into our topic that has similar values to 
Hawaii.” 

● “Asian American psy helped me understand how we became such a diverse place. We learned 
about how different immigrants would come to the US to better their lives for their family. 
Helped me learn why Hawaii became such a diverse place. The plantation days in the 1800s 
brought different ethnicities to Hawaii creating this ‘stew pot’ of people.” 

Reader 2: 

Observations 

• Students ranged from Sophomores to Seniors 
• More than 75% of the students have taken and could identify HPP/GCC courses 
• 12 students were from Hawaii and 5 students were from the mainland 
• 8 students identified as Native Hawaiian 



            
       

 
              

                
               

              
              

          
                

           
 

             
      

 
                

                
              

            
                 

                  
                  
     

           
              

   
               

                   
                

              
             

                
                 

            
    

 
              
 

 
                 

              
                  

     
             

                 
                

                
 

General Education comments--Some students had positive comments of their experience with regards 
to diversity in their General Education courses 

● “Being from Hawaii, though being fair/light skinned, I’ve experienced first hand how people of 
other ethnicities are treated depending on their cultural background. I feel the use of the word 
indigenous people in the Hawaiian Island is heavily misunderstood due to the lack of education 
in our Hawaiian communities of the Native Hawaiian culture and the denationalization of the 
Hawaiian people. I would appreciate a greater respect and sense of humanity with proper 
history lessons of the illegal overthrow of an Independent country.” 

● “Learning about how similar the history of the Philippines was to Hawaii’s made me ultra aware 
and conscientious of the institutions and the post effects of colonization.” 

Several students mentioned how helpful Community Psychology was in learning more about diversity 
with a focus on Hawaiian culture 

● “Cheryl Ramos does a really good job at explaining the Hawaiian part of the lessons through 
Community Psych. The course is about feeling like you belong in your community or in another. 
She explains how to better understand multiculturalism and diversity so we’re aware of others. 
Hawaii specifically is a melting pot and she really makes that clear.” 

● “I am enrolled in Community Psychology right now for my HPP & GCC requirement. Out of all 
the classes I’ve taken here at UH I think this course has talked about Hawaiian culture the most. 
The teacher was born and raised here and she shares a lot of stories from her childhood that 
also tie into the lesson.” 

● “Community Psychology has helped me learn about differences in community involving 
uniqueness as the home of indigenous people by providing examples and tasks associated with 
sense of place.” 

● “As I am currently enrolled in Community Psych, that particular class has helped me personally 
in all areas. We often catch up on current events and stay up to date on local news that 
develops our knowledge and awareness of our sense of space. In this course we address the 
aspect of humanity by understanding all cultures, beliefs, and views whether it be about 
assignments or open-discussions. We do not only address Native Hawaiian culture, the class 
allows us to identify personally with what we strongly associate with and compare that to Native 
Hawaiian, local, and American culture as a whole. The class has shaped me by allowing myself to 
explore personal interests and topics within the community that challenge my knowledge 
beyond the classroom.” 

Students also mentioned that Asian American Psychology was also helpful in learning more about 
diversity 

● “There is a vast variety of cultures, religious, etc. all around the world and taking Asian American 
psychology really gave me that understanding because we talked about many cultures and their 
social norms and cultures behind it. It was also very relatable, having life in a very diverse area, 
especially influenced by Asian culture.” 

● “Through my Asian-American Psych class I’ve gotten to learn and understand the psychological 
plights that most, if not all, of the Asian immigrants have faced when coming to Hawai`i. 

● “Asian American Psy helped me to understand how we became such a diverse place. We learned 
about how different immigrants would come to the U.S. to better their lives for their family.” 



           
 

                  
                  

        
                   
                 

                   
      

              
       

                 
    

                  
          

 
           

  
 

                  
                

           
                   

      
                

 
            

   
 

                      
                    

             
 

                     
                     

        
 

                 
                

         
 

  
                

            
            

             
            

 

Major/Minor/Certificate comments—comments varied about the major and the department in general 

● “I really enjoy my major because I feel like the professors are all awesome and they create a 
good environment to want to learn in. They have showed that they truly care and they go above 
and beyond for us within the Psychology department.” 

● “Being in the Psych department it has become very useful for me. I get help on my work and 
advice about things I am struggling with. Although most of the faculty aren’t from here they still 
show the aloha that Hawaii is all about. Just being in that environment gave me a sense of aloha 
in school and it’s very comforting.” 

● “Majoring in Psychology helps me to better understand just how and why indigenous people, 
immigrants and their descendants think and act.” 

● “Psy classes I’ve taken always talked about how diverse Hawaii is and how it is important to 
understand others esp. culturally.” 

● “My Psyc classes haven’t taught me any of this. To me it’s common sense to be empathetic to 
everyone of any culture – that’s how I was raised.” 

Co-curricular comments—several students mentioned housing programming with a focus on Hawaiian 
themed activities 

● “As a former RA in housing, some of the events I coordinated introduced the uniqueness of HI to 
1st year students (i.e. trip to volcanoes and multicultural event). Also by studying abroad, I got 
to appreciate things I took for granted back home in HI.” 

● “I dorm on campus with three other girls who all are minoring in Hawaiian studies so I often see 
the uniqueness of Hawaii through them.” 

● “I see housing flyers for Hawaiian centered events but I’ve never wanted to go to them.” 

Some students mentioned being interactive with other students from different backgrounds through 
their on-campus activities 

● “I am a soccer player and it has become a family to the team. There are a lot of foreigners on the 
team and they are opened up to Hawaii’s style and they fit in just fine. They have given me a 
perspective of people from outside the country seeing the island and its ways.” 

A student who is a tutor at Kilohana said, “I have had to work with people who speak multiple languages 
and who come from all over the world with different experiences that I have had – it is always fun to 
share stories and hear about other people’s lives.” 

Some students were unaware of campus services: “I have not received any of these services or was 
aware that we have certain services for example, the health clinic. Perhaps we should provide these 
services information in all rooms – not just classrooms.” 

My observations: 
Most of the students surveyed could identify the HPP/GCC courses they have taken. The students 
identified that the Psychology Department has incorporated diversity through their courses including 
Community Psychology and Asian-American Psychology. Similar to students surveyed in other 
programs, responses about co-curricular services depended on the students. Some worked on campus, 
participated in athletics, or used campus services while others did not. 


